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To: "Ahsclipper@aol.com"
Subject: RE: VSPA to Post Blueprint for Da Nang AB (1971-1972)
Date: Friday, August 29, 2014 10:03:00 AM


John,


Actually…that would be a great idea to overlay post numbers by the year (if we can find the
 locations and numbers).  I could do that and it would be appreciated by the K-9 and all alike.
 
J Don Poss
 


From: Ahsclipper@aol.com [mailto:Ahsclipper@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 29, 2014 5:28 AM
To: Incoming@vspa.com
Subject: Re: VSPA to Post Blueprint for Da Nang AB (1971-1972)
 
Hi Don,
 
I look forward to viewing the new addition of the blueprint for the entire DaNang Airbase
 and area.  As for K9 and security posts, they had changed numbers over the years, at
 least once. During my tenure (July 68-March 70), Alpha, Bravo. Cocoa, Juliet and
 Victor areas were switched and renumbered.  The overlays would have to be date labeled
 also.  Sorry to make this endeavor even more complicated than it already is.  Thank you
 for your service, AND for guiding VSPA.  Welcome home...
 
John Glaser, LM 717
 
In a message dated 8/28/2014 10:51:31 P.M. Central Daylight Time, Incoming@vspa.com writes:


Da Nang Gang:


Gents,  in 2002 I received a 36x48 inch "official" blueprint for the entire Da Nang Airbase
 and area. It is VERY detailed and in excellent condition, with names and numbers very
 clear.


Today I had the blueprint scanned full size in HD.  I will post the blueprint as an 8x10
 inch image, with squares of the map clickable to a large image.  An option will be to see
 that Square with an overlay of a satellite image, and toggle back and forth.


If you have in your possession a map of AP/SP posts, or K-9 Posts, please scan/email a
 copy to me.  That info would be over-layed as a toggle-option (how cool is that?).


When will it post?  It is a priority for me, and hopefully by year's end.


See you at the 2014 Reunion :)


Welcome Home to VSPA,
Don Poss,
VSPA Webmaster/Communications Director
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